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A distracted
driver is a
threat to all
T

he public has been warned for years about
the public-safety threat posed by motorists who’ve consumed too much alcohol.
Well, guess what, there’s another major problem on our roads and highways, one that rivals buzzed or
drunk drivers. It’s represented by motorists who are distracted because they are texting while behind the wheel.
It seems the public’s obsession with constantly handling their cellphones has morphed
into a major public health and safety threat.
If drivers aren’t talking on their cellphones, they’re checking them for messages or sending text messages of their
own. How thoughtless, how stupid, how dangerous.
Law enforcement has tried to get a handle on this problem. But the facts of the matter are that there are too many
motorists using their cellphones and not enough police to
catch them doing it.
To be effective, real policing
To be effective, real policis going to have to be the
ing is going to have to be
result of self-policing,
the result of self-policing,
motorists realizing that the
motorists realizing that the
risks — danger to themselves risks — danger to themand others — are just not
selves and others — are
worth the time and trouble
just not worth the time and
it takes to talk on the phone trouble it takes to talk on
and/or text.
the phone and/or text.
So far, however, self-policing
So far, however, selfhas proved to be a failure.
policing has proved to be a
Too many people just can’t
failure. Too many people
seem to resist handling their just can’t seem to resist
handling their phones while
phones while driving, even
driving, even in the face
in the face of regular news
of regular news reports
reports about accidents,
sometimes involving serious about accidents, someinjury or death, that result
times involving serious
from distracted driving.
injury or death, that result
from distracted driving.
It won’t come close to solving this high-tech problem, but
the Illinois State Police have come up with an unusual enforcement tactic that might provide a deterrent, however slight.
It’s called Trooper in a Truck, a partnership with the Illinois Trucking Association.
The state police put a trooper in the cabs of semitrailer trucks, where the extra height allows them a better view of what people are doing behind the wheel.
When troopers spot violations, they contact nearby
police units that make the stop. Of course, enforcement doesn’t focus solely on distracted driving because
unsafe driving covers a wide array of activities.
Sure, motorists who receive traffic citations aren’t
happy about it. But society has a right not to be happy with
those motorists who ignore the law as well as the rules of
common sense regarding driving and cellphone use.
How hard is it really to pull over and
talk on the phone or send a text?
Cellphones seem to have a peculiar impact on people, almost speeding up their pattern of life to the point
where they feel compelled to be constantly checking their phones, taking calls or exchanging tests.
It’s just not that important. Too many motorists, however, believe otherwise. So driving will
remain even more risky than it otherwise ought to
be, and that risk comes in a variety of forms.
The (Champaign) News-Gazette

In this ﬁle photo, Illinois State Police Trooper Sean Ramsey,
the safety education ofﬁcer for District 9, watches as another
trooper pulls over a vehicle they spotted with a driver texting
on his cell phone Sept. 12 on Interstate 55 between Pawnee and
Williamsville. [RICH SAAL/THE STATE JOURNAL-REGISTER FILE PHOTO]

A great nation is characterized
by how well we live together
set foot on American soil.
So when Britain intruded
upon the governing of
their internal affairs, it
had a tiger by the tail.
The last thing the freed
states wanted was another
John F. Gilligan
government over them.
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What is it that we actually
nation on July 4,
celebrate on the Fourth if it
1776. Nor were we
isn’t the birth of our nation?
made free from British rule.
The Treaty of Paris
The Fourth of July marked
on Sept, 3, 1783, sealed
the formal declaration of war
America’s independence.
against the British Empire.
But within a few years
It was an eight-year battle
these independent states
as well as a vicious civil
were gridlocked and overwar between Americans
whelmed with internaseeking independence and
tional debt. A better union
those loyal to the king.
among them was needed
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to secure their freedoms
mists of time are the horrors
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of the Revolutionary War: a
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of 1787 was proposed. Yet
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it was barely approved
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and on condition of Ten
and men rotting to death as
Amendments. But would
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this new Federal government
British ships.
even work?
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ing brutality
the nation’s
No one knew then or
plagued the war
polestar. That’s
thought much about
in the South to
what all the
what form it would
its bitter end at
Colonies agreed
Charleston, S.C., take. First, the war had upon on July 4,
on Dec. 14, 1782. to be won.
1776. No one
And then
knew then or
there were the stark cultural
thought much about what
differences that existed
form it would take. First,
among the colonies that
the war had to be won.
inhibited cooperation. The
Thomas Paine set the
Continental Army under
stage in January 1776. “The
Gen. George Washington
birthday of a new world
depended on state and local
is at hand,” he wrote,
militias over which he had
“and we have it in our
no control. Yet militias
power to make it anew.”
often saw their own county
Paine’s book, “Common
or colony as their only priSense,” was second only
ority. Collaboration was
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America’s first bestseller.
and Independent States.”
Six months later, Thomas
Nor would it be in the
Jefferson drew the bluedecades that followed.
print. Monarchy would
Each independent state
be replaced by a republic.
governed itself much as it
People would no longer be
did before the war. Colonial
subjects of a king but citiself-government was inizens equal to one another.
tiated when settlers first
And government would
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be by the consent of the
people. The idea was laughable in London but electrifying in America.
The Declaration of
Independence boldly stated
that the Colonies were
“Free and Independent
States … absolved from all
allegiance to the British
Crown.” It also provided a
moral and political philosophy that would undergird
a new nation in which “all
men were created equal.”
Years later, Abraham
Lincoln praised Jefferson
for his ability “to introduce
into a merely revolutionary document, an abstract
truth, applicable to all men
and all times.” This “abstract
truth,” said Lincoln, was
not fully functional at the
Founding. But he noted it
would be “a rebuke and a
stumbling-block” in the
days to come to all those
who oppress others.
America was never a
ready-made nation. It’s been
a people’s perilous enterprise. Yet, we have come
a long way for the better
from 1776. Each decade, if
not year, has unique challenges with its failures
and successes. For human
nature has both noble and
ignoble proclivities.
A great nation is characterized by how well we live
together. Will we be guided
by the “higher angels of our
nature” — the vision of 1776?
We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.
Or will the lesser angels
of oppression prevail?
The character of a nation
reflects its people. And
making America great is not
only the task at hand but
ultimately in our hands.
John F. Gilligan, a clinical
psychologist from Groveland,
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Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
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